Marshall Koll & Associates, a search firm specializing in recruiting leaders for healthcare organizations, has been retained by a multidisciplinary surgical practice in the midwest to assist in the recruitment of an Administrator for the General Surgery Division.

Our Client

- Is comprised of seventeen highly-skilled surgeons, plus a staff of physicians’ assistants, nurses and office professionals.
- Specializes in general surgery, with subspecialties including vascular, thoracic, bariatric, minimally invasive, pediatric and plastic surgery.
- Recently moved into a new five-story, $28 million facility.
- Simultaneously pushes the envelope for innovative surgical technology while maintaining hometown values of service and compassion.

The Position

- Reports directly to the Board of Directors and receives direction from the Board and the Physician CEO.
- Is responsible for leading the effort to achieve and surpass all operational, fiscal and quality goals established by the CEO and the Board of Directors.
- Provides leadership, direction and administration of all aspects of the General Surgery practice, to ensure the accomplishment of its objectives.

The Location

- Captures the essence of Midwest hospitality while providing infinite opportunities for individuals and families to play, explore and learn.
- Is served by four public school districts, as well as private schools, universities and colleges, and a community college system.
- Offers an easily accessible metropolitan lifestyle combined with the stunning natural beauty of wooded riverbanks and hiking trails, and many registered historic places and sites.
- Proudly supports its own local AHL hockey, Class A baseball and Arena football teams, as well as college and high school athletics.
- Is home to a symphony orchestra, Opera Company, two ballet companies, and several community and professional theatres.

An extremely competitive compensation/relocation package is available.

If you are aware of qualified individuals who may have an interest in learning more about this opportunity, they may e-mail me at mariannel@marshallkoll.com. When emailing your resume please save it as a word document in this format: last name(dot)first name(dot)middle initial(dot)date (year(dot)month(dot)day). Example
Emailing it in this format insures your resume is saved in the correct files and is not misfiled.

All inquiries are confidential.

Marianne Lessner
Marshall Koll & Associates
820 S. MacArthur Suite #105-303
Coppell, TX 75019
866-744-2838
972-421-1574 Fax
mariannel@marshallkoll.com